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Plan for the lectures

August 28
• Introduction to provable security
• Public-key encryption and signatures
• Forward-secure encryption and signatures

August 29
• Public-key encryption with keyword search
• Anonymous identity-based encryption
• Identity-based encryption with wildcards



Lecture 1
August 28, 13:40 – 15:40

• Introduction to provable security
• Forward-secure signatures
• Forward-secure encryption
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Cryptography

Main goal: Enable “secure” communication in 
the presence of adversaries

Only possible if parties possess information
(called keys) not known to adversary

10110

Adversary

Sender Receiver

10110
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Two main security goals in data communication

10110

Adversary

Privacy: 
prevent exposure of 
transmitted data

Sender Receiver

10110 10110

10110
1

Authenticity/Integrity: 
prevent modification 
of transmitted data

Adversary

Sender Receiver

10110 11110
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Symmetric (a.k.a. private-key) encryption

Secret Information 
(key)

M

Sender Receiver

C C MD??E

Adversary
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Vernam cipher / One-time pad

• Good: ciphertext reveals no more information about 
the plaintext than what was known a priori 
[Shannon]

• Bad: key size ≥ message size

Key

M

Sender Receiver

C C M
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Modern cryptography

• Computational security: system can be broken in 
principle, but it would take a lot of computing time

• Small keys
• Public-key cryptography
• Security usually relies on some known 

computationally hard mathematical problems (e.g. 
the scheme is secure if factoring is hard)
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Asymmetric (a.k.a. public-key) encryption

Secret key

M

Adversary

Sender Receiver

C C MD??E

Public key

Public key and secret key are 
mathematically related
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How can we be confident that a given encryption 
scheme is secure?

Try to find an attack

Prove that breaking cryptosystem is as 
hard as solving an underlying well-

known computational problem

Attack 
found

Insecure

Yes

Attack 
found

Underlying computational 
problem is easy (unlikely)

Yes

No

?
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Computational problems
conjectured to be “hard”

• NP-complete problems

• Factoring large composites

• Computing discrete logs

• Diffie-Hellman problem

Basis
for

cryptography
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Provable security impacts practice

• Proven secure schemes are in standards like 
SSL, SSH, and IPSEC

• Product developers, security architects and 
users turn to theoreticians to tell them:

which systems to use
how different cryptosystems compare
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Provable-security: Plan

• Motivation

• Algorithmic assumptions

• Security proof methodology

• Case studies
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This means: there is an element g∈G which generates G

G={g0, g1, …, g|G|-1}

The discrete log of y∈G is the unique integer i∈{0,1,…,|G|-1}
such that y=gi

E.g.: if p is prime, then Zp is a cyclic group of order p-1

E.g.: Z17 ={1,…,16} is a cyclic group and 3 is a generator

Fix a cyclic group G

The discrete log of 14 base 3 in Z17 is 9 because

39 = 19683 ≡ 14 mod 17

*

*

*

Background
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Discrete log assumption (DL)

DL problem:

• Assumption: there is no “practical” algorithm to solve the 
discrete log problem in G

Fix a cyclic group G

ggu

Algorithm

u

E.g., G = Z*
p, where p=2q+1 and q is a large prime
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Computational Diffie-Hellman 
assumption (CDH)

CDH problem:

• Assumption: there is no “practical” algorithm to solve the 
computational Diffie-Hellman problem in G

Fix a cyclic group G

ggu

Algorithm

guv

gv

E.g., G = Zp, where p=2q+1 and q is a large prime*
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Decisional Diffie-Hellman
assumption (DDH)

DDH problem:

• Assumption: there is no “practical” algorithm that wins with probability 
significantly better than ½

ggvgu

Algorithm

b’

guv

g$

b=0

b=1

b=b’?
Win

Lose

YES

NO
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Relation among assumptions

• P ≠ NP

• DL - Discrete Log

• CDH - Computational Diffie-Hellman

• DDH - Decisional Diffie-Hellman

In
cr

ea
si

ng
 S

tre
ng

th
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The RSA assumption

• Multiplication/Factorization:
p, q N = p◦q easy (quadratic)
N = p.q p, q difficult (super-polynomial)

• RSA Function, from ZN in ZN (with N=pq) 
for a fixed exponent e [RSA 1978]

x xe mod N easy (cubic)
y=xe mod N x difficult (without p or q)
x = yd mod N where d = e-1 mod φ(N)
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Residues Problems

• Let n=pq where p and q are large primes
• The Quadratic Residuosity

Given y in Zn
*,

decide whether there exists x such that 
y = x2 mod n

• The High Residuosity Problem (Paillier)
Given y in Zn2

*,
decide whether there exists x such that 
y = xn mod n2
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Provable-security: Plan

• Motivation

• Algorithmic assumptions

• Security proof methodology

• Case studies
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Algorithmic Assumptions
necessary

n=pq : public modulus
e : public exponent
d=e-1 mod φ(n) : private

RSA Encryption
E(m) = me mod n

D(c) = cd mod n

If the RSA problem is easy,
secrecy is not satisfied:
anybody may recover m from c
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Algorithmic Assumptions
sufficient?

• Security proofs give the guarantee that the 
assumption is sufficient for secrecy:

• IF an adversary can break the secrecy

• THEN one can break the assumption
⇒ proof by “reduction”
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Proof by Reduction

• Reduction of a problem P to an attack Atk:
• Let A be an adversary that breaks the scheme
• Then A can be used to solve P

A

Instance
I of P

P intractable ⇒ scheme unbreakable

Solution
of I
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Provably Secure Scheme

To prove the security of a cryptographic 
scheme, one has to precise

The algorithmic assumptions
E.g., Factoring, computational Diffie-Hellman

The security notions being achieved
According to the scheme and primitive

A reduction
Show how to use adversary to break assumptions
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Random oracle model

• Cryptographic hash function H:
one-wayness: given y, finding x s.t. H(x) = y is hard
collision-resistance: finding x1,x2 s.t. H(x1) = H(x2) is hard

• Random oracle model [BR93b]
H behaves as an unpredictable, truly random function
– unsatisfiable assumption
– no longer proof, only (good) heuristic
– counterexamples known [CGH98, Nie02, GK03, BBP04]
+ “provable” security for practical schemes
+ counterexamples mostly contrived
+ proof in RO model preferable over ad-hoc design

Hx ∈
{0,1}*

y ∈
{0,1}k
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Provable-security: Plan

• Motivation

• Algorithmic assumptions

• Security proof methodology

• Case studies
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Case study: ElGamal encryption 

• To formally prove the security of ElGamal
encryption, we need to:

Formally define syntax of security primitives: PKE
Formally define security model: IND-CPA
Specify security assumption: DDH
Provide a proof of security: 

Show that if one breaks the security of the ElGamal
encryption scheme, then one has to break the DDH 
assumption
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Public-key encryption (PKE)

Secret key

M

Sender Receiver

C C MD??E

Public key

Goal: it should be hard for an adversary
to get information about M from C
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IND-CPA: Privacy against chosen-plaintext attacks

• A scheme is IND-CPA secure when, for any 
two messages M0 and M1 chosen by the 
adversary after seeing the public key pk:

Adversary cannot tell apart the encryption 
E(pk,M0) of M0 from the encryption 
E(pk,M1) of M1

Even when it’s allowed to see the encryption
C=E(pk,M) of messages M of its choice
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IND-CPA security experiment

Adversary (sk,pk)← KeyGen(1k)
pk

m0,m1 b ← {0,1}
C ← Enc(pk,mb)C

b’ b’ = b?
Win

Lose

YES

NO
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ElGamal encryption scheme

Exponentiation Exponentiation

guv

gu Message • guv

Multiplication

u
Ephemeral Key

g gv Message
Generator Public Key Plaintext

Secret Key:  v              Public Key:  g, gv
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Security statement

• Theorem: The El Gamal encryption scheme is 
semantically secure against chosen-plaintext 
attacks (IND-CPA) if the DDH problem is hard. 
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Proof idea

Adversary A

PKE

• Given an adversary A against the IND-CPA security of El 
Gamal encryption construction, show how to build an 
adversary B for the DDH problem

Adversary B

DDH

A
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Reduction proof

Adversary B

Adversary A
g, gu, gv, W

pk = (g, gv)

M0, M1

b ← {0,1}
C = (gu, W ◦ Mb)

b’

If b’=b, then b’’=0 else b’’=1 b’’
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Case study: FDH signature 

• To formally prove the security of FDH 
signature scheme, we need to:

Define syntax of security primitive: Signature
Define security model: EF-CMA
Specify security assumption: One-wayness
Provide a proof of security: 

Show that if one breaks the security of the FDH 
encryption scheme, then one has to break the one-
wayness of a trapdoor one-way permutation
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Digital signatures: Syntax

M
Sign

Secret Key

σM σ’

Public Key

accept
reject

Key
Generation

Signer

Verify

Verifier

Goal: it should be hard for an adversary
to forge message-signature pairs
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Digital signatures: Security

• Adversary’s goal: Existential forgery
Without the private key, it is computationally impossible to 
forge a valid message-signature pair

• Attack scenario: Chosen-message attack
The adversary is allowed to adaptively ask for signatures 
on messages of its choice

• Security
The scheme is considered secure if it is infeasible for an 
adversary to forge a new message-signature pair
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EF-CMA security experiment

Adversary (sk,pk)← KeyGen(1k)
pk

m
σ ← Sign(sk,m)

σ

(m’,σ’) Ver(pk,m’,σ’)?
Win

Lose

YES

NO
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• f is a trapdoor one-way permutation onto X and g is 
its inverse (granted the trapdoor)

• H is a hash function onto the full domain X of f
• Public key  f
• Secret key g

Sign(g,m) ≡ g(H(m)) Ver(f,m,σ) ≡ σ = f (H(m))?

H = identity : Existential Forgery = easy!

H = random oracle : EF-CMA = OW

FDH Signature scheme



Forward-secure signatures
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Forward secure signatures: Outline

• Forward security applied to digital signatures [BM99]
FS-SIG: A signature scheme in the single-user setting

• Forward security applied to threshold digital signature 
schemes [AMN00]

FST-MULT: A scheme secure against adaptive eavesdroppers
FST-POLY: A scheme secure against mobile eavesdroppers
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• Secret key SK used 
for signing

• Public key PK used 
to verify signatures

PK available to everyone

connected to network

SK hidden ⇒

only owner of SK can sign

SK stored here

Public Key Signature Schemes
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• Compromise of 
machine ⇒ SK is 
learned by 
Adversary 

• In practice, a more 
serious threat to 
security than the 
possibility of 
cryptanalysis 
of the signature 
scheme itself

SK

Adversary

Key Exposure
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Method
Distribute key across multiple 

machines
• secret sharing [Sh,Bl]
• threshold sigs [DeFr]
• proactive sigs [HJJKY]

Protected / tamper-proof 
hardware

Drawbacks
average user 
has only one 
machine
common mode 
failures

expensive, not 
widely available

Guarding Against Key Exposure
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• To mitigate damage caused when key 
exposure does occur

• Single-user setting: 
single-machine technique:  no distribution 
of keys
no special hardware

Goal of Forward Security
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Key exposure

This is the issue being 
addressed in forward-

security

Validity of previous
signatures is called into 

question

Best we can hope is to 
discover that SK was 
exposed, "revoke" PK

Adversary can forge my 
signature in the future

SolutionProblem caused
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SK exposed

Notary Alice Bob

Jan 1

Feb 1

Feb 3

Mar 1

Jan. 1, 2000

Signed,
Notary

PK revoked
Jan. 1, 2000

Signed,
Notary

REJECTS

Timestamping could cause Bob to accept, but requires trusted service

Example
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• Want “forward security” - compromise of  SK at 
certain time should not invalidate previous 
signatures

• Goal proposed by Ross Anderson, who left finding 
scheme as an open problem (1997)

• History - “perfect forward secrecy” first considered 
in session key exchange protocols by Günther, 
then Diffie, van Oorschot, and Wiener

Notion of Forward Security
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• Signature is pair (j, tag), where j is the time period in which 
the signature occurred

• Break lifetime of scheme into T time periods
e.g.,   1 period = 1 day;    T = 365

• PK fixed -- important for key management!
• SK evolves via public one-way function h
• SKj is deleted after time period j is over

SK1 SK2 SKT
. . .SK0

Period 1 Period 2 Period T. . .

h hhh

Anderson’s Key Evolution Paradigm
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After Exposure Of The Secret KeyAfter Exposure Of The Secret Key

j+1j T. . .j-11 . . .

past future

SKj exposed at time j

√√ √

• Easy to forge signatures with respect to future time 
periods

SKj is known, function h is public

• Computationally infeasible to forge signatures with 
respect to past time periods

Function h is one-way
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Notary Alice Bob
Jan 1

Feb 1

Feb 3

Mar 1

exposed 

PK revoked

ACCEPTS

SKj

Jan. 1

Signed,
Notary
Time 1

Jan. 1

Signed,
Notary
Time 1

at time j = 32

starting at time 34

Because key was not revoked for Time 1, 

Example Revisited: now Forward-Secure
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Achieving Forward Security In 
Trivial But Expensive Ways

• Idea: certification chains / trees
T represents number of time periods

Binary treeO(log T) keys1 key

[Anderson]T keys1 key

T keysT keys

CommentSecretPublic
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Binary-Tree Construction

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

(SK1,1,PK1,1)

(SK2,2,PK2,1,σ2,2)(SK2,1,PK2,1,σ2,1)

σλ,j = SIG (SKλ-1, ⎡j / 2⎤, PKλ,j)

(SK3,4,PK3,4,σ3,4)(SK3,2,PK3,2,σ3,2)
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Binary-Tree Construction:
Secret-Key at T=1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

SK1= (SK2,2, PK2,2,σ2,2 ),  (SK3,2, PK3,2,σ3,2 ),  (SK4,2, PK4,2,σ4,2 ),   

(SK5,1, PK5,1,σ5,1 ),  (SK5,2, PK5,2,σ5,2)
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Binary-Tree Construction:
Secret-Key at T=2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

SK2= (SK2,2, PK2,2,σ2,2 ),  (SK3,2, PK3,2,σ3,2 ),  (SK4,2, PK4,2,σ4,2 ),   

(SK5,2, PK5,2,σ5,2)
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Binary-Tree Construction:
Secret-Key at T=3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

SK3= (SK2,2, PK2,2,σ2,2 ),  (SK3,2, PK3,2,σ3,2 ),  (SK5,3, PK5,3,σ5,3 ),  

(SK5,4, PK5,4,σ5,4)
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Improved Binary-Tree Construction [CHK03]

5 6 8 9

4 7

3

12 13 15 16

11 14

10

2

20 21 23 24

19 22

18

27 28 30 31

26 29

25

17

1

(SK1,1,PK1,1)
(SK2,2,PK2,1,σ2,2)(SK2,1,PK2,1,σ2,1)

(SK3,1,PK3,1,σ3,1) (SK3,2,PK3,2,σ3,2)

SK1= (SK1,1)

SK3= (SK3,1,PK3,2,σ3,2),  (SK3,2,PK3,2,σ3,2),  (SK2,2,PK2,2,σ2,2)

SK4= (SK4,1,PK4,2,σ4,2),  (SK4,2,PK4,2,σ4,2),  (SK3,2,PK3,2,σ3,2), (SK2,2,PK2,2,σ2,2)

SK2= (SK2,1,PK2,2,σ2,2),  (SK2,2,PK2,2,σ2,2)
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• Need to find h, a one-way function used to 
evolve the secret key

• “Standard” signature functions (i.e., RSA, El 
Gamal) don’t seem to adapt to our goals

SK0 SK1 SK2 SKT
. . .

Period 1 Period 2 Period T. . .

h hhh

Designing “Non-Trivial”
Forward-Secure Signature Schemes
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• FS-SIG: A “non-trivial” solution, based on 
ideas from the Fiat-Shamir and Ong-
Schnorr ID schemes, proven secure based 
on the hardness of factoring in the random 
oracle model

• Formal model and notion of security for 
forward-secure signatures

Primary Contributions of [BM99]
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• Notion of forward-secure identification and 
design of forward-secure identification scheme 
FS-ID, proven secure under the same 
assumptions as the  signature scheme

• Proof that the “standard” transformation of 
identification schemes to signature schemes 
preserves forward security

FS Identification is purely a thought experiment!

Technical Contributions of [BM99]
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Public Key: 
PK = (N, T, u1, … ,uλ)
N = pq, where 
p,q ≡ 3 mod 4

. . .

Period 1 Period 2 Period T. . .

square square squaresquare

SK1 SK2 SKT
j=0 j=1 j=2 j=T

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

s0,1

s0,λ

s0,1
2

s0,λ
2

s0,1
4

s0,λ
4

s0,1
2T

s0,λ
2T

Secret Key:
Base key SK0 = (N, T, 0, s0,1,...s0,λ)
∀i, ui = s0,i

2(T+1) mod N
SK evolves at each time period via 
squaring each sj,k

SK at time j : SKj = (N, T, j, sj,1,...sj,λ)

Keys of the FS-SIG Scheme
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Signer Verifier

SKj =(N, T, j, sj,1, … ,sj,λ) and M PK =(N, T, u1, … ,uλ)

M, <j,(Y,Z)>

R ← ZN
*; 

Y← R2(T+1-j) mod N

R

c1 … cλ ← Hash(j, Y ,M)

IF Z2(T+1-j) = Y⋅ Π ui mod N

THEN accept

ELSE reject

ci=1
Z← R ⋅ Π sj,i mod N

ci=1

Signature Scheme FS-SIG
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Adversary Model - 3 Phases

Time:    1                      i                   j           T

breakinbreakin

2 breakinbreakin - F allowed to “break in” at time j of her 
choice; receives SKj

forgeforge

3 forgeforge - F is successful if she generates a valid
signature <i,(Y,M)> for some time i < j  
(on new message M)

cmacma

1 cmacma - Forger F performs chosen message attack
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Security Of FSSecurity Of FS--SIG SchemeSIG Scheme

•• TheoremTheorem: The scheme : The scheme FSFS--SIGSIG is forwardis forward--
secure in the randomsecure in the random--oracle model if oracle model if factoring factoring 
large numbers of the form N=large numbers of the form N=pqpq is hardis hard..

•• Proof ideaProof idea
Show that the underlying identification scheme 
FS-ID is forward-secure
Show that Fiat-Shamir Identification-to-signature 
transformation preservers forward security
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Security of FS-ID identification scheme

• Basic Idea: Build factoring algorithm using 
standard proof-of-knowledge-based extraction 
technique

• Complication: simulation of “break-in” stage
needs to return SK to adversary at some stage
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FS-ID Scheme Forward-Secure ⇒
FS-SIG Scheme Forward-Secure

• Extends previous works [PS, OO] to take 
forward security into account

• General:  Works for any honest-verifier three-
move identification scheme
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• [AR00] described a variant of FS-SIG which has 
shorter secret and public keys (1 basis instead of 
λ bases). However, their variant is less efficient 
in terms of computation.

• [IR02] described a new forward-secure signature 
scheme whose signing and verifying is as 
efficient as those of standard signatures. The 
proof of security is based on the strong RSA 
assumption.

Other FS Signature Schemes
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Forward security applied to digital signatures [BM99]
FS-SIG: A signature scheme in the single-user setting

• Forward security applied to threshold digital signature 
schemes [AMN00]

FST-MULT: A scheme secure against adaptive eavesdroppers
FST-POLY: A scheme secure against mobile eavesdroppers

Forward-secure signatures: Outline
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InitializationInitialization
“SK” ⇒ ( SK(1), … , SK(n) ) DealerDealer

PP22 PP44PP33 PPnn
......PP11

SK(2)
SK(3)SK(1) SK(4) SK(n)

- Dealer sends each player his own share of SK
- Dealer publishes PK

(t,n)-Threshold Signature Schemes
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• Require cooperation of t+1 or more players to 
generate a signature on m

• PK can be used by any party to verify correctness

Generation of Signature on mGeneration of Signature on m

PP22 PP44PP33 PPnn
......PP11

SK(2) SK(3) SK(4) SK(n)SK(1) ...

sigSK(m)“SK” ⇒ ( SK(1), … , SK(n) )

(t,n)-Threshold Signature Schemes
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SK(2) SK(2) SK(4) SK(n)SK(1)

Key ExposureKey Exposure

......

Adversary

...
PP22 PP44PP33 PPnnPP11

- Distribution of vulnerability: Adversary who corrupts 
up to the threshold of players cannot forge signatures

(t,n)-Threshold Signature Schemes
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• Common mode failures may mean that 
breaking into multiple machines is not much 
harder than breaking into one machine

• What about proactive threshold schemes?
players’ shares of SK are periodically refreshed
to expose SK, Adversary must break into 
multiple machines during short period of time
however, key exposure is still possible

Is A Threshold Scheme Enough 
Protection Against Key Exposure?
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• If SK of threshold or proactive scheme is exposed, 
forward security can provide a second line of 
defense: integrity of prior signatures remains 
intact

• In threshold and proactive schemes, the secret 
remains unchanged, but forward security actually 
changes the secret

How Forward Security Fits In With 
Threshold/Proactive Schemes
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• Signatures unchanged: sigSKj
(m) = <j, (Y,Z)>

• PK and verification algorithm unchanged
• “Secret Key”

fundamentally unchanged:  
“SKj” = (N, T, j, sj,1, … , sj,λ)

but distributed: 
“SKj” ⇒ ( SK(1), … , SK(n) )

each share of “SKj” consists of N, T, and j, as well as
shares of the values sj,1, sj,2, … , sj, λ

Threshold Versions Of [BM99]
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• Key Generation/Distribution is performed by 
trusted dealer

• Signature Generation is fundamentally 
unchanged, but distributed across players

• Key Update protocol:
fundamentally unchanged:  “SKj” “SKj+1”
distributed across players:

before update, player ρ holds share SKj
(ρ)

after update, player ρ holds share SKj+1
(ρ)

square

Threshold Versions Of [BM99]Threshold Versions Of [BM99]
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n     2    n    0    t = n-1   

2t+1  2    n    1

FSTFST--MULTMULT

FSTFST--POLYPOLY

Playe
rs 

needed to
 sig

n

Compromise
s t

olerated

Playe
rs 

for u
pdate phase

n = total number of players     t  = threshold number

Rounds -
update

Rounds -
sig

ning

n-1
t ≤ 2

Typ
e of a

dve
rsa

ry 
tolerated

SchemeScheme

Eavesdropping
Adaptive

Eavesdropping
Mobile

Comparing the Two FST Schemes
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Adversary compromises via eavesdropping only 
(no halting or malicious adversaries)
Execution in three phases:

Time:      1           Time:      1           i                   j                              Ti                   j                              T

cmacma

1 cmacma : queries signature oracle; compromises 
up to t players in each time period

overover--thresholdthreshold

2 overover--thresholdthreshold : compromises t+1 or more players

forgeforge

3 forgeforge : outputs (M, <i, tag>)

The FST Adversary Model
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• To share one random secret value X, a trusted dealer:
Will make use of modulus N, a Blum integer
Selects random value X(ρ) ∈ ZN

* for player ρ = 1,…,n

DealerDealer

PP22 PP44PP33 PPnn
......PP11

X(2)
X(3)X(1) X(4) X(n)

Secret X = Secret X = XX((1)1)XX((2)2)……XX((n)n) mod Nmod N

- Tolerates compromise of all but one player
- Requires participation of all players to perform computations

Multiplication-Based Secret Sharing
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• Dealer uses multiplicative secret-sharing for 
each of the λ values s0,i to be shared 

DealerDealer

P2 P4P3 Pn
...P1

ss0,10,1
(2)(2) ss0,10,1

(3)(3)ss0,10,1
(1)(1) ss0,10,1

(4)(4) ss0,10,1
(n)(n)

Secret s0,i = s0,i
(1) s0,i

(2)… s0,i
(n) mod N

ss0,0,22
(2)(2) ss0,0,22

(3)(3)ss0,0,22
(1)(1) ss0,0,22

(4)(4) ss0,0,22
(n)(n)

......

FST-MULT: Key Distribution
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• Secret of player ρ at period j: sj
(ρ) = sj,1

(ρ)sj,2
(ρ) … sj,l

(ρ) mod N

• Choose R(ρ) ← Z*
N

• Broadcasts Y(ρ) ← (R(ρ))2T+1-j

• Y(ρ) ← Y(1) Y(2)  … Y(l)

Commit

Challenge • c1c2 … cl ← H(j,Y,m)

Response • Broadcasts Z(ρ) ← R(ρ) ∏ci≠0sj,i
(ρ)

• Z(ρ) ← Z(1) Z(2)  … Z(l)

Signature on message  m = <j,(Y,Z)>

FST-MULT: Signature Generation
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• Want  “SKj” “SKj+1”
Need to update each player’s shares of sj,1,  sj,2, …,  sj,λ
so new values are shares of sj,1

2, sj,2
2, …, sj, λ

2

Multiplicative secret-sharing means:
if x =x(1)x(2) … x(n), 

then x2 = [x(1)]2 [x(2)]2 … [x(n)]2

• Each player individually does:
∀i, sj+1,i = sj,i

2 mod N (No interaction required!)

square

FST-MULT: Key Update
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To share a secret value s, a trusted dealer:
Will make use of modulus N, a Blum integer 
Selects random polynomial p(x) of degree t-1
Any t players can reconstruct secret

DealerDealer

PP22 PP44PP33 PPnn
......PP11

p(1) p(2) p(3) p(4) p(n)

Secret Secret ss = = pp(0)(0) mod Nmod N

- Computation done over ZN (not a field)
- Number of users n must be less than factors of modulus N, so

that no share p(i) contains a multiple of p or q

Polynomial-Based Secret Sharing
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• Dealer uses polynomial secret-sharing for 
each of the λ values s0,i to be shared 

DealerDealer

P2 P4P3 Pn
...P1

ss0,10,1
(2)(2) ss0,10,1

(3)(3)ss0,10,1
(1)(1) ss0,10,1

(4)(4) ss0,10,1
(n)(n)

Secret s0,i = poly(0) mod N
Share s0,i

(ρ) = poly(ρ) mod N

ss0,0,22
(2)(2) ss0,0,22

(3)(3)ss0,0,22
(1)(1) ss0,0,22

(4)(4) ss0,0,22
(n)(n)

......

FST-POLY: Key Distribution
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• Joint-RSS: Protocol for sharing a random value 
without a trusted dealer [IS, GJKR]

Each player selects own secret value and uses 
polynomial-based secret sharing to deal it out to others
Jointly defined value R is sum of all n individual secrets

• Mult-SS: Protocol for multiplying two shared 
secrets [BGW, GRR]

Each player starts with shares of two secrets
After interaction, each player has shares of product

FST-POLY: Additional Building Blocks
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• At period j, every player ρ has secret
sj

(ρ) = sj,1
(ρ) sj,2

(ρ) … sj,l
(ρ) mod N

• Choose R(ρ) ← Z*
N

• Broadcasts Y(ρ) ← (R(ρ))2T+1-j

• Y(ρ) ← Y(1) Y(2)  … Y(l)

• c1c2 
… cl ← H(j,Y,m)

• Broadcasts Z(ρ) ← R(ρ) 

∏ci≠0sj,i
(ρ)

• Z(ρ) ← Z(1) Z(2)  … Z(l)

• Commit

• Challenge

• Response

FST-POLY: Signature Generation
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• At period j, every player ρ has secret
sj

(ρ) = sj,1
(ρ) sj,2

(ρ) … sj,l
(ρ) mod N

• Choose R(ρ) ← Z*
N

• Broadcasts Y(ρ) ← (R(ρ))2T+1-j

• Y(ρ) ← Y(1) Y(2)  … Y(l)

• c1c2 
… cl ← H(j,Y,m)

• Broadcasts Z(ρ) ← R(ρ) 

∏ci≠0sj,i
(ρ)

• Z(ρ) ← Z(1) Z(2)  … Z(l)

• Commit

• Challenge

• Response

FST-POLY: Signature Generation
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FST-POLY: Signature Generation

• Secret of player ρ at period j: sj
(ρ) = sj,1

(ρ)sj,2
(ρ) … sj,l

(ρ) mod N

• R ← Joint-RSS protocol
• Y ← Repeated Mult-SS

Commit

Challenge • c1c2 … cl ← H(j,Y,m)

Response
• Z(ρ) ← R(ρ)

• For i=1,…,l
If ci=1 then Z ← Z • sj,i via Mult-SS

Signature on message  m = <j,(Y,Z)>
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FSTFST--POLY: Key UpdatePOLY: Key Update

• Want  “SKj” “SKj+1”
Need to update each player’s shares of sj,1,  sj,2, …,  sj,λ
so new values are shares of sj,1

2, sj,2
2, …, sj,λ

2

Polynomial secret-sharing, so need interaction

• Players run Mult-SS protocol λ times:
For i = 1,…, λ multiply sj,i with itself

square
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• Security of FST-POLY derived from security of 
underlying single-user scheme, FS-SIG

Assume adversary F can break our scheme
Construct an algorithm that, using F as a subroutine, can 
forge a signature in FS-SIG scheme

• FST-POLY (unlike FST-MULT) can be modified to 
tolerate halting and malicious adversaries, 
because polynomial-based secret sharing can be 
done in a robust way

FST-POLY: 
An ((n-1)/2, n, n)-Threshold Scheme
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• Described forward-secure signature scheme 
FS-SIG for a single user, and proved it secure 
in the random oracle model

• Described forward-secure threshold signature 
schemes FST-MULT and FST-POLY

eavesdropping only adversaries
security based on FS-SIG security

Forward-secure signatures: Summary
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• Reduce interaction required among players in 
threshold schemes

• Design fully robust (perhaps proactive) forward-
secure threshold signature schemes, thus 
tolerating eavesdropping, halting and malicious 
adversaries

• Design forward-secure signature schemes using 
other primitives (e.g., discrete log)

Future Directions



Forward-secure encryption
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• Secret key SK used 
for decryption

• Public key PK used 
to encrypt messages

PK available to everyone

connected to network

SK hidden ⇒

only owner of SK can decrypt

SK stored here

Public Key Encryption Schemes
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Forward-Secure Encryption

• Operation divided into T time periods
• Public encryption key PK remains fixed
• Secret decryption key SK evolves via public

one-way function h
• SKj is deleted after time period j is over
• Ciphertext is a pair (j, C), where j is the time 

period in which the message was encrypted

SK1 SK2 SKT
. . .SK0

Period 1 Period 2 Period T. . .

h hhh
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j+1j T. . .j-11 . . .

past future

SKj exposed at time j

rr √√ √

• Easy to decrypt ciphertexts with respect to future time 
periods

SKj is known, function h is public
• Computationally infeasible to decrypt ciphertexts with 

respect to past time periods
function h is one-way

After Exposure Of The Secret Key
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The Canneti-Halevi-Katz Construction 
[CHK03]

• Similar to generic tree-based forward-secure 
signature of Bellare and Miner [BM99]

• Based on (selective-identity-secure) 
Hierarchical Identity-based encryption 
schemes
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IBE: Identity-based encryption [Shamir,BF01]

Key
Setup

ID,M
Sender

Receiver

C sk

Key
Derivation

Server

Decryption

pk msk

Encryption

M

ID

Goal: Allow sender to encrypt messages based on the receiver’s identity
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IBE-IND-CPA: privacy against chosen-
plaintext attack [BF01]

• A scheme is IBE-IND-CPA secure if, for 
messages M0 and M1 and identity ID* chosen by 
an adversary:

The adversary cannot tell apart the encryption of M0
from the encryption of M1 for identity ID*

Even when it’s allowed to see secret keys 
sk=KeyDerivation(msk,ID) for identities ID≠ID* of its 
choice
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IBE-IND-CPA security experiment [BF01]

Adversary

pk
id1,…,idq

ski ←KeyDer (msk,idi)sk1,…,skq

m0, m1, id*∉{id1,…,idq}
b← {0,1}
C ← Enc (pk, id*,mb)

C

idq+1,…,idq’ ≠ id*

skq+1,…,skq’ ski ←KeyDer (msk,idi)

b’ b’ = b?
Win

Lose

YES

NO
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Hierarchical IBE (HIBE) [HL02,GS02]

I3

I2

Root

I1

ID = (I1,I2,I3)

Generalization of IBE schemes for hierarchical structures

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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HIBE-SID-IND-CPA: Selective-ID privacy against 
chosen-plaintext attack [CHK03]

• Similar to notion of IND-CPA for IBE schemes, 
except that:

Identities are seen as vectors
Adversary is not allowed to obtain secret keys for 
any ascendants of challenge identity
Adversary must choose challenge identity before
receiving the public key
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HIBE-SID-IND-CPA: Selective-ID privacy against 
chosen-plaintext attack [CHK03]

• This notions A HIBE scheme is SID-IND-CPA-secure if, 
for messages M0 and M1 and identity ID* chosen by an 
adversary:

The adversary chooses the challenge ID* before receiving the 
public-key pk of the scheme

The adversary cannot tell apart the encryption of M0 from the 
encryption of M1 for identity ID*

Even when it’s allowed to see secret keys 
sk=KeyDerivation(msk,ID) for identities ID≠ID* of its choice
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Binary-Tree Construction [CHK03]

5 6 8 9

4 7

3

12 13 15 16

11 14

10

2

20 21 23 24

19 22

18

27 28 30 31

26 29

25

17

1

(SK1,1,PK1,1)

(SK2,2,PK2,1,σ2,2)(SK2,1,PK2,1,σ2,1)

(SK3,1,PK3,1,σ3,1) (SK3,2,PK3,2,σ3,2)

SK1= (SK1,1)

SK3= (SK3,1,PK3,2,σ3,2),  (SK3,2,PK3,2,σ3,2),  (SK2,2,PK2,2,σ2,2)

SK4= (SK4,1,PK4,2,σ4,2),  (SK4,2,PK4,2,σ4,2),  (SK3,2,PK3,2,σ3,2), (SK2,2,PK2,2,σ2,2)

SK2= (SK2,1,PK2,2,σ2,2),  (SK2,2,PK2,2,σ2,2)
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Security of construction [CHK03]

• Theorem: If the underlying HIBE is SID-IND-
CPA-secure, then the encryption scheme 
obtained via the binary-tree construction is 
forward-secure.

• Proof idea
Guess time period j of break-in and use it as the 
target identity (1/T chance of being right)
Compute SKj using key extraction queries 


